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Abstract 7 
 8 
The applications of the three-dimensional transient panel code ITU-WAVE based on potential theory is 9 
further extended to take into account the multibody interactions in an array system using linear and 10 
square arrays. The transient wave-body interactions of first-order radiation and diffraction 11 
hydrodynamic parameters are solved as the impulsive velocity potential to predict Impulse Response 12 
Functions (IRFs) for each mode of motion. It is shown that hydrodynamic interactions are stronger when 13 
the bodies in an array system are close proximity and these hydrodynamic interactions are reduced 14 
considerably and shifted to larger times when the separation distances are increased. The numerical 15 
predictions of radiation (added-mass and damping coefficients) and exciting (diffraction and Froude-16 
Krylov) forces are presented on each floating bodies in an array system and on single structure 17 
considering array as single floating body. Furthermore, the numerical experiment shows the 18 
hydrodynamic interactions are more pronounced in the resonant frequency region which are of 19 
important for fluid forces over bodies, responses and designs of multibody floating systems. The present 20 
numerical results of ITU-WAVE are validated against analytical, other numerical and experimental 21 
results for single body, linear arrays (two, five and nine floating bodies) and square arrays of four 22 
truncated vertical cylinders.   23 
 24 
Keywords: multibody interaction; transient free-surface Green function; boundary integral equation; 25 
impulse response functions, response amplitude operators; free decay motion. 26 
 27 
1. Introduction 28 
 29 
The hydrodynamic interactions play significant role related to hydrodynamic loads, motions and 30 
responses over each multibody when the separation distance between floating bodies in an array 31 
system are close proximity. There are wide ranges of application of hydrodynamic interactions in 32 
practice including wave energy converter and floating offshore wind turbines arrays, floating airports 33 
and bridges supported with multiple columns, catamarans and other multi-hull floating vessels, marine 34 
operation related to replenishment of two floating vessels. The oscillation of each body radiates waves 35 
assuming that other bodies are not present. Some of these radiated waves, which can be considered as 36 
incident waves, interact with the bodies of the array causing diffraction phenomena while others radiate 37 
to infinity.  38 
 39 
 The hydrodynamic interactions was predicted with the point absorber approximation [1] in which the 40 
response amplitude are considered as equal for all devices. Moreover, the characteristic dimensions 41 
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(e.g. diameter) of the devices are considered small in terms of incident wave length. This approximation 42 
implicitly means that wave diffraction is not significant and can be ignored [2]. The diffraction limitation 43 
of the point absorber prediction was overcomed with plane wave analysis in which interactions of 44 
diverging waves considered as plane waves between floating bodies in arrays are taken into account 45 
while the near-field waves (or evanescent waves) effects are ignored. This implies that separation 46 
distance between devices is large relative to wavelength [3-5]. The restriction on separation distance 47 
between devices or exclusion of near-field waves was included with multiple scattering methods in 48 
which the superposition of incident wave potential, diverging and near-field waves, and radiated waves 49 
by the oscillation of devices are taken into account. In this way, the wave field around floating bodies 50 
can be represented accurately [6-8]. As the accurate solution requires high number of diffracted and 51 
radiated wave superposition with iteration, this process increases the computational time significantly 52 
[9].  53 
 54 
The restriction on the computational time was avoided by the use of the direct matrix method in which 55 
the multiple scattering prediction are combined with a direct approximation [10] and unknown wave 56 
amplitudes are predicted simultaneously rather than iteratively. As the numerical results of this 57 
approach, which is exact depending on infinite summation truncation, were very accurate compared to 58 
other numerical approximations, this method was applied to many different engineering problems 59 
including near trapping problem in large arrays [10], very large floating structures [11,12], tension-leg-60 
platforms [13], wave energy converters [14].   61 
 62 
If the geometry of the bodies in an array system can be defined analytically, the above exact 63 
formulations can be used. However, in the case of arbitrary geometries, these approximations cannot be 64 
used. As a next step, the numerical methods to predict hydrodynamic interactions for multi-bodies are 65 
studied extensively by many researchers including [15] who used the strip theory in which the 66 
hydrodynamic interactions are considered as two-dimensional flow. The unified theory was used to 67 
overcome the low frequency limitations of strip theory [16,17]. These two-dimensional approaches give 68 
poor predictions as the hydrodynamic interactions including separation distances between the bodies 69 
are neglected in the calculations.  70 
 71 
As the hydrodynamic interactions are inherently three-dimensional and three-dimensional effects play a 72 
significant role in the dissipation of wave energy between bodies, three-dimensional numerical 73 
approximations need to be used for accurate prediction of the wave loads and motions over array 74 
systems. The hydrodynamic interaction effects are automatically taken into account as each discretized 75 
panel has its influence on all other panels in three-dimensional numerical models. The viscous 76 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods for full fluid domain or viscous CFD in the near field and 77 
inviscid CFD in the far field can be used for the prediction of three-dimensional non-linear flow field due 78 
to incident waves. However, the required computational time to solve these kinds of problems is not 79 
suited for practical purposes yet [18].  80 
 81 
An alternative approach to a viscous solution is the three-dimensional potential flow approximation to 82 
solve the hydrodynamic interactions. The computational time of potential approximation which neglect 83 
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the viscous effect is much less than viscous CFD and are used to predict the hydrodynamic loads over 84 
floating single body and arrays. The prediction of three-dimensional hydrodynamic interaction effects on 85 
arrays can be obtained using three-dimensional frequency or time domain approaches and two popular 86 
approximations were used for this purpose. These are Green’s function formulation [19-21] and Rankine 87 
type source distribution [22-24]. The Green function’s approach satisfies the free surface boundary 88 
condition and condition at infinity automatically, and only the body surface needs to be discretized with 89 
panels, while the source and dipole singularities are distributed discretizing both the body surface and a 90 
portion of the free surface in Rankine type approximation. The requirement of the discretization of 91 
some portion of the free surface in order to satisfy the condition at infinity using panels increases the 92 
computational time considerably.  93 
 94 
One of the topics that extensively studied related to hydrodynamic interactions of multibodies is the 95 
wave trapping and near trapping which increase the magnitude of the hydrodynamic loads at certain 96 
wave numbers significantly. The wave trapping, in which all wave energy is captured in the gap and no 97 
energy dissipated to infinity at critical wave numbers, occurs due to hydrodynamic interaction of 98 
scattered waves in an infinite number of array systems [25, 26]. In the case of finite number of arrays, 99 
near-trapping, in which only small amount of energy in the gap radiated to infinity, occurs even with 100 
small number of floating bodies including four legs of tension leg platforms, five or nine linear arrays. 101 
The multibody interaction due to oscillation of floating bodies in the array changes the behaviour of the 102 
added-mass and damping coefficients significantly over the range of wave frequencies especially around 103 
resonant frequency which are very important for the response and motion of the floating bodies in an 104 
array system [13,27,28]. The hydrodynamic interactions due to radiation also contribute the exciting 105 
forces significantly. It is also important to know multibody interactions for the performance of wave 106 
energy converter arrays as the hydrodynamic interaction could increase or decrease absorbed power 107 
depending on separation distance and heading angles [29]. The wave trapping increases the 108 
performance and efficiency of the wave energy converters as more energy would be available to capture 109 
in the case of the trapped wave conditions.  110 
 111 
In the present paper, the time dependent hydrodynamic radiation and exciting forces’ IRFs (which are 112 
used for the time marching of the equation of motion in order to find displacement, velocity, and 113 
acceleration of each body in an array system) are predicted by the use of the transient free-surface 114 
wave Green function [19,29-37]. The IRFs, free-decay motion, radiation (added-mass and damping) 115 
coefficients, exciting force amplitudes and RAOs of the present ITU-WAVE numerical results for single 116 
body, linear array and square array systems will be validated against analytical, other numerical and 117 
experimental results.  118 
 119 
2. Equation of motion of multibodies 120 
 121 
A right-handed coordinate system is used to define the fluid action and a Cartesian coordinate system 122 
?⃗?𝑥 = (𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧) is fixed to the body which is used for the solution of the linearized problem in the time 123 
domain Fig. 1. Positive x-direction is towards the forward, positive z-direction points upwards, and the 124 
z=0 plane (or xy-plane) is coincident with calm water. The bodies undergo oscillatory motion about their 125 
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mean positions due to incident wave field. The origin of the body-fixed coordinate system ?⃗?𝑥 = (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧) 126 
is located at the centre of the xy-plane. The solution domain consists of the fluid bounded by the free 127 
surface 𝑆𝑆𝑓𝑓(𝑡𝑡), the body surface 𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏(𝑡𝑡),  interaction between body and free surfaces Γ and the boundary 128 
surface at infinity 𝑆𝑆∞  Fig. 1 [19] where 𝛽𝛽 incident wave angle, numbers represents the position of each 129 
multibody in array system, d separation distance between body centres. 130 
 131 
 132 
Fig. 1: Coordinate system and surface of nine (1x9) multibodies in a linear array system 133 
 134 
The following assumptions are taken into account in order to solve the physical problem. If the fluid is 135 
unbounded (except for the submerged portion of the body on the free surface), ideal (inviscid and 136 
incompressible), and its flow is irrotational (no fluid separation and lifting effect), the principle of mass 137 
conservation dictates the total disturbance velocity potential Φ(?⃗?𝑥, 𝑡𝑡). This velocity potential is harmonic 138 
and governed by Laplace equation everywhere in the fluid domain as ∇2Φ(?⃗?𝑥, 𝑡𝑡) = 0 and the disturbance 139 
flow velocity field 𝑉𝑉�⃗ (?⃗?𝑥, 𝑡𝑡) may then be described as the gradient of the potential Φ(?⃗?𝑥, 𝑡𝑡) (e.g. 140 
𝑉𝑉�⃗ (?⃗?𝑥, 𝑡𝑡) = ∇Φ(?⃗?𝑥, 𝑡𝑡)). 141 
 142 
The dynamics of a floating body’s unsteady oscillations are governed by a balance between the inertia of 143 
the floating body and the external forces acting upon it. This balance is complicated by the existence of 144 
radiated waves which results from the oscillations of the bodies and the scattering of the incident 145 
waves. This means that waves generated by the floating bodies at any given time will persist indefinitely 146 
and the waves of all frequencies will be generated on the free surface. These generated waves, in 147 
principle, affect the fluid pressure field and hence the body force of the floating bodies at all subsequent 148 
times. This situation introduces memory effects and is described mathematically by a convolution 149 
integral. Having assumed that the system is linear, the equation of motion of any floating bodies may be 150 
written in a form [38]         151 
 152 
��𝑀𝑀𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 + 𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖�?̈?𝑥𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡) + (𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖)?̇?𝑥𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡) + �𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 + 𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖�𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡) + � 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝐾𝐾𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡 − 𝑑𝑑)?̇?𝑥𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖(𝑑𝑑)𝑡𝑡
0
6
𝑘𝑘=1 = � 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝐾𝐾𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡 − 𝑑𝑑)𝜁𝜁(𝑑𝑑)∞
−∞
   (1) 
 153 
where 𝑖𝑖 = 1,2,3, … ,𝑁𝑁 is the N number of body in the array systems. 𝑘𝑘 = 1,2,3, … ,6 represents six-rigid 154 
body modes of surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch and yaw, respectively. The displacement of the floating 155 
bodies from its mean position in each of its rigid-body modes of motion is given 𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘(𝑡𝑡) = (1,2,3, … ,𝑁𝑁)𝑇𝑇, 156 
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and the over-dots indicates differentiation with respect to time. ?̈?𝑥𝑘𝑘(𝑡𝑡) and ?̇?𝑥𝑘𝑘(𝑡𝑡) are acceleration and 157 
velocity, respectively. 𝑀𝑀𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 inertia matrix of the floating body and 𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 linearized hydrostatic restoring 158 
force coefficients. As the same floating body is used in the array, the elements of both mass and 159 
restoring coefficients equal to each other for each body 𝑚𝑚1 = 𝑚𝑚2 = ⋯ = 𝑚𝑚𝑁𝑁 = 𝑚𝑚 and 𝐶𝐶1 = 𝐶𝐶2 = ⋯ =160 
𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁 = 𝐶𝐶, respectively. m and 𝐶𝐶 are the mass and restoring coefficient for single body, respectively. 161 
  162 Mkk = �m1 ⋯ 0⋮ ⋱ ⋮0 ⋯ mN�   Ckk = �C1 ⋯ 0⋮ ⋱ ⋮0 ⋯ CN�  (2) 163 
 164 
The coefficients of 𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘, 𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 and 𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 in Eq. (1) account for the instantaneous forces proportional to the 165 
acceleration, velocity and displacement, respectively. The coefficients 𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘, 𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 and 𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 are also the time 166 
and frequency independent constants which depend on the body geometry and is related to added 167 
mass, damping and hydrostatic restoring coefficients, respectively. 168 
 169 
The radiation Impulse Response Functions (IRFs) Kkk(t) in left-hand side of Eq. (1) is the force on the k-170 
th body due to an impulsive velocity of the k-th body. The memory function Kkk(t) accounts for the free 171 
surface effects which persist after the motion occurs. The term ‘memory function’ for the radiation 172 
problem is used to distinguish this portion of IRFs from the instantaneous force components outside of 173 
the convolution on the left-hand side of Eq. (1). The memory coefficient Kkk(t) is the time dependent 174 
part and depends on body geometry and time. It contains the memory (or transient) effects of the fluid 175 
response. The convolution integral on the left-hand side of Eq. (1), whose kernel is a product of the 176 
radiation IRFs Kkk(t) and velocity of the floating body ẋk(t), is a consequence of the radiated wave of 177 
the floating body. When this wave is generated, it affects the floating body at each successive time step 178 
[39].  179 
 180 Kkk(t) = �K11 ⋯ K1N⋮ ⋱ ⋮KN1 ⋯ KNN� , akk = �a11 ⋯ a1N⋮ ⋱ ⋮aN1 ⋯ aNN� , bkk = �b11 ⋯ b1N⋮ ⋱ ⋮bN1 ⋯ bNN� , ckk = �c11 ⋯ c1N⋮ ⋱ ⋮cN1 ⋯ cNN� (3) 
 181 
The diagonal terms in Eq. (3) represent the each floating body's 𝐾𝐾𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘(𝑡𝑡), 𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘, 𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 and 𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 whilst off-182 
diagonal terms represent the interactions of each body with other floating bodies in the array systems.    183 
 184 
The term KkD(t) = (K1D, K2D, K3D, … , KND)T on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) are the components of 185 
the exciting force and moment’s IRFs including Froude-Krylov and diffraction due to the incident wave 186 
elevation ζ(t) which is the arbitrary wave elevation and defined at the origin of the coordinate system of 187 
Fig. 1 in the body-fixed coordinate system. The kernel KkD(t) represents the force on the k-th body due 188 
to a uni-directional impulsive wave elevation with a heading angle of β [20]. 189 
 190 
Once the restoring matrix, inertia matrix and fluid forces e.g. radiation and diffraction force IRFs are 191 
known, the equation of motion of multibody floating system Eq. (1) may be time marched using the 192 
fourth-order Runge-Kutta method [19,29-37]. 193 
 194 
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3. Integral equation of multibodies 195 
 196 
The initial boundary value problem consisting of initial condition, free surface and body boundary 197 
condition may be represented as an integral equation using a transient free-surface Green’s function 198 
[40]. Applying Green’s theorem over the transient free-surface Green function derives the integral 199 
equation. Integrating Green’s theorem in terms of time from −∞ to +∞ using the properties of 200 
transient free-surface Green’s function and potential theory, the integral equation for the source 201 
strength on each multibody may be written as in [19]. 202 
 203 
⎩
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎧ σ1(P, t) + 12π� dSQ ∂∂nP G(P, Q, t − τ)|S1σ1(Q, t)S1 + ⋯+ 12π� dSQ ∂∂nP G(P, Q, t − τ)|S1σN(Q, t)SN = −2 ∂∂nP ϕ(P, t)|S1
⋮
σN(P, t) + 12π� dSQ ∂∂nP G(P, Q, t − τ)|SNσ1(Q, t)S1 + ⋯+ 12π� dSQ ∂∂nP G(P, Q, t − τ)|SNσN(Q, t)SN = −2 ∂∂nP ϕ(P, t)|SN
 (4) 
 204 
And potential on each multibody 205 
 206 
⎩
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎧ ϕ1(P, t) = − 14π� dSQG(P, Q, t − τ)|S1σ1(Q, t)S1 − ⋯− 14π� dSQG(P, Q, t − τ)|S1σN(Q, t)SN
⋮
ϕN(P, t) = − 14π1� dSQG(P, Q, t − τ)|SNσ1(Q, t)S1 − ⋯− 14π� dSQG(P, Q, t − τ)|SNσN(Q, t)SN
   (5) 
 207 
 208 G(P, Q, t, t − τ) = �1
r
−
1
r′
� δ(t − τ) + H(t − τ)G�(P, Q, t − τ) is the Green function in which the first term 209 
�
1
r
−
1
r′
� represents Rankine term and second term G�(P, Q, t − τ) represents the memory (or transient) 210 
part of the transient free-surface Green function of the source potential. 211 r = �(x − ξ)2 + (y − η)2 + (z − ζ)2 the distance between field and source point, 212 
r′ = �(x − ξ)2 + (y − η)2 + (z + ζ)2  the distance between field point and image point over free 213 
surface. δ(t − τ) is Dirac delta function. H(t − τ) is Heaviside unit step function. The evaluation of the 214 
Rankine source type terms (1/r, 1/r′) is analytically integrated over quadrilateral panels using the 215 
method and formulas of [41]. For small values of r, exact solution is used for the surface integration. For 216 
intermediate values of r, a multi-pole expansion is used whilst for large values of r, a simple monopole 217 
expansion is used.   218 
 219 
 The transient part of Green function is given as 220 G�(P, Q, t − τ) = 2∫ dk�kgsin(�kg(t − τ))ek(z+ζ)J0(kR)∞0  where J0 the Bessel function of zero order. 221 
The Green function G�(P, Q, t, τ) represents the potential at the field point P(x(t), y(t), z(t)) and time t 222 
due to an impulsive disturbance at source point Q(ξ(t), η(t), ζ(t))  and time τ. The surface integrals over 223 
each quadrilateral element involving the wave term of the transient free surface Green function 224 G�(P, Q, t − τ) are solved analytically [19-21] and then integrated numerically using a coordinate 225 
mapping onto a standard region and Gaussian quadrature. For surface elements, the arbitrary 226 
quadrilateral element is first mapped into a unit square. A two-dimensional Gaussian quadrature 227 
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formula of any desired order is then used to numerically evaluate the integral. The evaluation of the 228 
memory part G�(P, Q, t − τ) of the transient free surface Green function and its derivatives with efficient 229 
and accurate methods is one of the most important elements in this problem. Depending on the values 230 
of P, Q , t five different methods are used to evaluate G�(P, Q, t − τ); power series expansion, an 231 
asymptotic expansion, Filon integration, Bessell function and asymptotic expansion of complex error 232 
function.  233 
 234 
The integral equation for the source strength Eq. (4) is first solved, and then this source strength is used 235 
in the potential formulation Eq. (5) to find potential and fluid velocities at any point in the fluid domain. 236 
The time marching scheme is used for the solution of the integral equation Eq. (4). The form of the 237 
equation is consistent for both the radiation and the diffraction potentials so that the same approach 238 
may be used for all potentials. Since the transient free surface Green function  G�(P, Q, t − τ) satisfies 239 
free surface boundary condition and condition at infinity automatically, in this case only the underwater 240 
surface of the multibodies needs to be discretized using quadrilateral/triangular elements. The resultant 241 
boundary integral equation Eq. (4) is discretized using panels over which the value of the source 242 
strength is assumed to be constant and solved using the trapezoidal rule to integrate the memory or 243 
convolution part in time. This discretization reduces the continuous singularity distribution to a finite 244 
number of unknown source strengths. The integral equation Eq. (4) are satisfied at collocation points 245 
located at the null points of each panel. This gives a system of algebraic equations which are solved for 246 
the unknown source strengths. At each time step the new value of the source strength is determined on 247 
each quadrilateral panel. 248 
 249 
4. ITU-WAVE transient wave-structure interaction computational code 250 
 251 
The hydrodynamics functions and coefficients in the present paper are predicted with in-house ITU-252 
WAVE three-dimensional direct time domain numerical code. ITU-WAVE transient wave-structure 253 
interaction code which is coded using C++ was validated against experimental, analytical, and other 254 
published numerical results [19,29-37] and used to predict the seakeeping characteristics (e.g. radiation 255 
and diffraction), response of floating systems, ship resistance, ship added-resistance, hydroelasticity of 256 
the floating bodies, wave power absorption from ocean waves with single and multibody floating 257 
systems using latching control.  258 
 259 
5. Numerical results 260 
 261 
The present ITU-WAVE numerical results are compared with the analytical, other numerical and 262 
experimental results of two, five, nine linear arrays, square array and single sphere in order to validate 263 
the present numerical predictions for hydrodynamic interactions and response of multibody systems.  264 
 265 
5.1. Two (1x2) truncated vertical cylinder arrays 266 
 267 
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Two truncated vertical cylinders are considered as a single unit (or mass, structure) and individual mass 268 
for the present numerical predictions which are compared with existing analytical and other numerical 269 
results for validation purposes.  270 
 271 
5.1.1. Two (1x2) truncated vertical cylinder arrays as a single mass 272 
 273 
Two truncated vertical cylinders Fig. 2 is used for numerical analysis as a single mass. It is assumed two 274 
cylinders have the same draught and radius although present method can be applied for different 275 
draught and radius. The truncated cylinders have the radius R, draught 2R and hull separation between 276 
body centres d=2.6R. It is assumed that two truncated cylinders are free for surge mode and fixed for 277 
other modes. These two truncated cylinders are studied to predict surge radiation and exciting IRFs in 278 
time and added-mass, damping coefficients and exciting force amplitudes in frequency domain. The 279 
time domain and frequency domain results are related to each other through Fourier transforms in the 280 
context of linear analysis. The present ITU-WAVE numerical results for surge added-mass and damping 281 
coefficients and exciting force amplitudes (which are the sum of the diffraction and Froude-Krylov 282 
forces) with heading angle 𝛽𝛽 = 1800 are compared with the analytical results of [10]. 283 
 284 
 285 
Fig. 2: Two (1x2) truncated vertical cylinders with hull separation distance between body centres d = 2.6R 286 
 287 
Fig. 3 shows the radiation IRF for surge mode. As two truncated vertical cylinders are symmetric in terms 288 
of xz-coordinate plane of the reference coordinate system, only single hull form is discretized for 289 
numerical analysis. Numerical experience showed that numerical results are not very sensitive in terms 290 
of non-dimensional time step size t�𝑔𝑔/𝑅𝑅 (where t is time, g gravitational acceleration, R radius) of 0.01, 291 
0.03, and 0.05 over the range of panel numbers of 128, 200, 288 on single body of two truncated vertical 292 
cylinders whilst the numerical experience also showed that the numerical results are quite sensitive in 293 
terms of panel numbers and the results at panel number 200 on single hull form is converged and used 294 
for the present ITU-WAVE numerical calculations for both two and single truncated vertical cylinder with 295 
non-dimensional time step size of 0.05.  296 
 297 
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 298 
Fig. 3: Two truncated vertical cylinders as a single mass - non-dimensional surge radiation K11(t) IRF at separation 299 
distance between body centres d = 2.6R and head seas 𝛽𝛽 = 1800 300 
 301 
The time dependent radiation IRFs in time domain are related to the frequency dependent added-mass 302 
and damping coefficients in frequency domain through Fourier transforms when the motion is 303 
considered as a time harmonic motion. Added-mass 𝐴𝐴11(𝜔𝜔)and damping coefficients 𝐵𝐵11(𝜔𝜔) in Fig. 4 is 304 
obtained by the Fourier transform of surge radiation IRF K11(t) of Fig. 3.  305 
 306 
 307 
Fig. 4: Two truncated vertical cylinders as a single mass - non-dimensional surge added-mass and damping 308 
coefficients at separation distance between body centres d = 2.6R. 309 
 310 
ITU-WAVE numerical results of added-mass and damping coefficients in surge mode of two cylinders are 311 
in satisfactory agreement with the analytical prediction [10] as can be seen in Fig. 4. In addition, the 312 
added mass and damping coefficients of the two cylinder array are presented in Fig. 4 and 313 
compared to those from the single cylinders. It can be seen in Fig. 4 that the behaviours of two cylinders 314 
results in surge mode are significantly different from those of single cylinder due to trapped waves and 315 
hydrodynamic interactions in the gap of two cylinders.  316 
 317 
As in radiation force analysis, the time dependent exciting IRFs in time domain are related to the 318 
frequency dependent force amplitude in frequency domain via Fourier transforms when the motion is 319 
considered as a time harmonic motion. The exciting force amplitudes 𝐹𝐹1(𝜔𝜔) in Fig. 5 (right) is obtained 320 
by Fourier transform of surge exciting IRF K1D(t) of Fig. 5 (left). 321 
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 322 
 323 
Fig. 5: Two truncated vertical cylinders as a single mass - non-dimensional surge exciting IRF and force amplitude at 324 
separation distance between body centres  d = 2.6R and head seas 𝛽𝛽 = 1800. 325 
 326 
The effects of diffraction hydrodynamic interactions in surge mode are effective in the whole frequency 327 
range as can be observed in Fig. 5. This interaction effects in surge mode are even stronger in a limited 328 
frequency range which is of interest for the motions of the bodies in array systems and is around kR =0.5 329 
and kR = 2.0 of non-dimensional frequency in radiation and diffraction surge mode in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, 330 
respectively.  331 
 332 
5.1.2. Two (1x2) truncated vertical cylinder arrays as an individual mass 333 
 334 
The truncated cylinders have the radius R, draught R/2 and hull separation between centre of the bodies 335 
d=3R, 5R. It is assumed that two truncated cylinders are free in heave mode and fixed for other modes. 336 
These two truncated cylinders are studied to predict heave radiation and diffraction IRFs Fig. 6 in time 337 
and added-mass, damping coefficients and exciting force amplitudes in frequency domain.  338 
 339 
 340 
Fig.6: Two (1x2) truncated vertical cylinders as an individual mass - non-dimensional heave exciting (left) and 341 
radiation (left) IRFs at separation distance between body centres d = 3R of Fig. 2. 342 
 343 
Numerical experience showed that present predicted results at panel number 200 for each body is 344 
converged and used for the present ITU-WAVE numerical calculations with non-dimensional time step 345 
size of 0.05. It may be noticed from Fig. 6 (left) as expected body 1 interacts with the incident wave first 346 
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and the interaction of body 2 with incident wave which is in the wake of body 1 is delayed in the case of 347 
heading angle 𝛽𝛽 = 1800.      348 
 349 
The radiation IRFs for heave mode in the case of two interacting bodies for each body in arrays are 350 
presented in Fig. 6 (right). The radiation IRFs K12(t) which represents the interactions between two 351 
truncated vertical cylinders is very strong and the same order with K11(t). The interaction IRFs on body 1 352 
and body 2 have the same magnitude and sign as it is presented in Fig. 6. This implies that giving one 353 
body an impulsive velocity in one mode causes a force in the same mode on the other body after some 354 
finite time t, which is the time it takes the wave to move the distance between bodies. This means that 355 
energy is trapped in the gap between bodies, only a minor part of the energy is radiated outwards each 356 
time the wave is reflected off the body. 357 
 358 
 359 
Fig.7: Two (1x2) truncated vertical cylinders as an individual mass - non-dimensional exciting force amplitude for 360 
body 1 and body 2 at separation distance between body centres d = 3R and heading angle 180 degrees. 361 
 362 
Fig. 7 shows the exciting force amplitude for body 1 and body 2 for the separation distance d = 3R and 363 
heading angle 180 degrees. Fig. 7 is obtained by the Fourier transform of Fig.6 (left). It may be noticed 364 
from Fig. 7 that body 1 which interacts with the incident wave first is significantly affected due to the 365 
reflection of the waves by body 2. The present ITU-WAVE numerical results of exciting force amplitudes 366 
for body 1 and body 2 are compared with that of [27] which shows satisfactory agreement.  367 
 368 
 369 
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Fig. 8: Two (1x2) truncated vertical cylinders as an individual mass - non-dimensional heave radiation added-mass 371 
and damping coefficients at separation distance between body centres d = 3R, body(1,2) represents interaction of 372 
first and second body. 373 
 374 
Fig. 8 shows the radiation interaction forces (added-mass and damping coefficients) for body 1 and body 375 
2 for the separation distance d = 3R. Fig. 8 is obtained by the Fourier transform of Fig.6 (right). It may be 376 
noticed from Fig. 8 that both added-mass and damping coefficients have negative values at certain non-377 
dimensional incident wave frequencies which is mainly due to hydrodynamic interactions of the body 1 378 
and body 2. The present ITU-WAVE numerical results of added-mass and damping coefficients for body 379 
1 and body 2 are compared with that of [27] which shows satisfactory agreement.   380 
 381 
  382 
Fig. 9: Two (1x2) truncated vertical cylinders as an individual mass - non-dimensional heave exciting (left) and 383 
radiation (right) IRFs at separation distance between body centres d = 5R of Fig. 2. 384 
 385 
Fig.9 shows exciting (left) heave IFRs for body 1 and body 2 and radiation (right) heave reaction (K11) 386 
and interaction (K12) IRFs. When two separation 3R and 5R exciting and radiation results are compared 387 
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 9, the magnitude of the exciting forces are quite similar whilst the radiation interaction 388 
IRFs are quite different. As can be seen in the left of Fig. 6 and Fig. 9, the magnitude of Fig. 9 is much 389 
smaller compared to that of Fig. 6 due to the increase of separation distance between individual bodies.      390 
 391 
 392 
Fig. 10: Two (1x2) truncated vertical cylinders as an individual mass - non-dimensional heave exciting forces for 393 
body 1 and body 2 at separation distance between body centres d = 5R and heading angle 180 degrees. 394 
 395 
Fig. 10 shows heave exciting force amplitudes for body 1 and body 2 at separation distance d = 5R and 396 
heading angle 180 degrees. Fig. 10 is obtained by the Fourier transform of Fig.9 (left). The present 397 
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results of ITU-WAVE show satisfactory agreement with [27]. As in separation distance d = 3R, the effect 398 
of interaction for body 1 compared to body 2 is much more significant and irregular.  399 
 400 
 401 
Fig. 11: Two (1x2) truncated vertical cylinders as an individual mass - non-dimensional heave radiation added-mass 402 
and damping coefficients at separation distance between body centres d = 5R, body(1,2) represents interaction of 403 
first and second body. 404 
 405 
Fig. 11 shows radiation heave added-mass and damping interaction coefficients between body 1 and 406 
body 2 at separation distance d = 5R. The comparison of the present ITU-WAVE results with other 407 
numerical results [27] has acceptable agreement. When the results of added-mass and damping 408 
coefficients at separation distances of 3R and 5R are compared, it can be seen in Figs. 8 and Fig. 11 that 409 
coefficients have increased degree of negative values at separation distance d=5R. These are due mainly 410 
to amplitude of IRFs which are smaller than that of separation distance 3R. 411 
 412 
5.2. Four (2x2) truncated vertical cylinder arrays as a single mass 413 
 414 
As in two vertical cylinder, four vertical cylinders are considered as a single mass and an individual mass 415 
in the present investigation and compared with existing analytical results [10,42].  416 
 417 
 418 
Fig. 12: Four (2x2) truncated vertical cylinders with hull separation distance between body centres d = 4R 419 
 420 
5.2.1. Four (2x2) truncated vertical cylinder arrays as an single mass 421 
 422 
Four truncated vertical cylinder Fig. 12 is used for numerical analysis as a single mass. As in two 423 
cylinders, it is assumed that four cylinders have the same draught and radius. Four truncated cylinders 424 
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have the radius R and draught 2R and hull separation between body centres d=4R. It is assumed that 425 
four truncated cylinders are free for surge mode and fixed for other modes and are studied to predict 426 
surge radiation and diffraction IRFs in time and added-mass, damping coefficients and exciting force 427 
amplitudes in frequency domain. The present ITU-WAVE numerical results for surge added-mass and 428 
damping coefficients and exciting force amplitude with heading angle 𝛽𝛽 = 1800 are compared with the 429 
analytical results [10]. 430 
 431 
Fig. 13 shows surge radiation IRFs for four and single body. As four truncated vertical cylinders are 432 
symmetric, only single hull form is discretized for numerical analysis as in two truncated vertical 433 
cylinders. Numerical experience showed that numerical results at panel number 200 on single hull form 434 
is converged and used for the present ITU-WAVE numerical calculations for both four and single 435 
truncated vertical cylinder with the non-dimensional time step size of 0.05.  436 
 437 
  438 
Fig. 13: Four (2x2) truncated vertical cylinders as a single mass - non-dimensional surge radiation K11(t) IRFs at 439 
separation distance between body centres d = 4R and head seas 𝛽𝛽 = 1800 440 
 441 
When two (Fig. 3) and four (Fig. 13) truncated vertical cylinders’ radiation IRFs are compared, it can be 442 
observed that the amplitude of radiation IRFs of four truncated cylinders are approximately 2.5 times 443 
bigger than two cylinders’ radiation IRFs. Four cylinders’ IRFs have also oscillations over longer times 444 
with decreasing amplitude in surge mode compared to that of two cylinders. This behaviour implicitly 445 
means that more energy captured between bodies in four cylinders than two cylinders.  446 
 447 
It may be noticed that the magnitude of radiation IRFs of four cylinders in surge mode in Fig. 13 is more 448 
than three times of IRF of single cylinder. The other distinctive difference of IRF of four and single 449 
cylinders in Fig. 13 is the behaviour of these IRFs in longer times. IRF of four cylinders have oscillations 450 
over longer times with decreasing amplitude in surge mode while single cylinder IRF decays to zero just 451 
after first oscillation. This behaviour of IRF implicitly means that the energy between four cylinders is 452 
trapped in the gap and only a minor part of the energy is radiated outwards each time when the wave is 453 
reflected off the hull while all energy is dissipated in the case of single cylinder. It is expected that 454 
geometry of four bodies would significantly affects the radiated and trapped waves which result from 455 
due to standing waves in the gap.  456 
 457 
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Fig. 14 shows added-mass 𝐴𝐴11(𝜔𝜔) and damping coefficients 𝐵𝐵11(𝜔𝜔) which are obtained by the Fourier 458 
transform of surge radiation IRF K11(t) of Fig. 13. ITU-WAVE numerical results of four cylinders are 459 
satisfactory agreement with those of [10] as can be seen in Fig. 14. 460 
 461 
  462 
Fig. 14: Four (2x2) truncated vertical cylinders as a single mass - non-dimensional surge added-mass and damping 463 
coefficients at separation distance between body centres d= 4R and head seas 𝛽𝛽 = 1800. 464 
 465 
There would not be energy transfer or radiated waves from floating body to sea when the damping 466 
coefficients are zero as can be observed in Fig. 14. It may be noticed that there are three resonances 467 
behaviours in damping coefficients in surge mode which implies that high standing waves occur 468 
between the maximum and minimum damping coefficients [43,44]. It may be also noticed that the 469 
peaks are finite at non-dimensional resonance frequencies as some of the wave energy dissipate under 470 
the floating body and radiates to the far field. 471 
 472 
   473 
Fig. 15: Four (2x2) truncated vertical cylinders as a single mass - non-dimensional surge exciting IRFs (left) and 474 
force amplitude (right) at separation distance between body centres d=4R and head seas 𝛽𝛽 = 1800. 475 
 476 
Fig. 15 shows surge IRFs (left) for four and single cylinders, and exciting force amplitudes 𝐹𝐹1(𝜔𝜔) (right) 477 
which are obtained by the Fourier transform of exciting surge IRF K1D(t) of Fig. 15 (right). ITU-WAVE 478 
numerical results of four cylinders are satisfactory agreement with those of [10]. 479 
 480 
 481 
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 483 
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5.2.2. Four (2x2) truncated vertical cylinder arrays as an individual mass 484 
 485 
As in four truncated cylinders which are considered as single unit, it is assumed that four truncated 486 
cylinders which are considered as an individual mass have the same radius R and draught 2R. the 487 
separation distance between centre of the cylinders are taken as d = 4R. 488 
 489 
  490 
Fig. 16: Four (2x2) truncated vertical cylinders as an individual mass - non-dimensional exciting surge and heave 491 
IRFs at separation distance between body centres d=4R, body(1,3) represents first and third body and body(2,4) 492 
represents second and fourth body of Fig. 12. 493 
 494 
Fig. 16 presents the non-dimensional surge (left) and heave (right) exciting IRFs, which is sum of Froude-495 
Krylov and diffraction, at separation distance between centre of bodies d = 4R at heading angle 180 496 
degrees. Due to symmetry, IRFs of body 1 and body 3 as well as body 2 and body 4 are the same. 497 
  498 
 499 
Fig. 17: Four (2x2) truncated vertical cylinders as an individual mass - non-dimensional exciting surge forces for 500 
body(1,3) and body(2,4) at separation distance between body centres d=4R and heading angle 180 degrees, 501 
body(1,3) represents first and third body and body(2,4) represents second and fourth body of Fig. 12. 502 
 503 
Fig. 17 (left) shows the non-dimensional surge exciting force for body 1 and body 3 which are the same 504 
due to symmetry whilst Fig. 17 (right) is for body 2 and body 4 at separation distance d = 4R and heading 505 
angle 180 degrees. Fig. 17 is obtained by the Fourier transform of Fig. 16 (left). The present ITU-WAVE 506 
numerical results are compared with analytical results of [42] which show acceptable agreement.  507 
 508 
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 509 
Fig. 18: Four (2x2) truncated vertical cylinders as an individual mass - non-dimensional exciting heave force 510 
amplitude for body(1,3) and body(2,4) at separation distance d = 4R and heading angle 180 degrees, body(1,3) 511 
represents first and third body and body(2,4) represents second and fourth body of Fig. 12. 512 
 513 
Similar to Fig. 17, Fig. 18 shows the same results for heave mode and compared with analytical results 514 
[42] which again show acceptable agreement. Fig. 18 is obtained by the Fourier transform of Fig. 16 515 
(right).  516 
 517 
 518 
Fig. 19: Four (2x2) truncated vertical cylinders as an individual mass - non-dimensional radiation surge IRFs at 519 
separation distance between body centres d = 4R of Fig. 12. 520 
 521 
Fig. 19 presents the non-dimensional surge interaction IRF K13 and K14 with a centre to centre 522 
separation distance d=4R for 2x2 array system for each multibody.  523 
 524 
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Fig. 20: Four (2x2) truncated vertical cylinders as an individual mass - non-dimensional radiation surge added-mass 526 
and damping coefficients at separation distance between body centres d = 4R, body(1,3) represents interaction of 527 
first and third body of Fig. 12. 528 
 529 
Fig. 20 shows the surge mode interaction added-mass (left) and damping (right) coefficients between 530 
body 1 and body 3 at separation distance d = 4R. Fig. 20 is obtained by the Fourier transform of Fig.19. 531 
The present ITU-WAVE numerical results are compared with analytical results [42] which show 532 
acceptable agreement. 533 
 534 
  535 
Fig. 21: Four (2x2) truncated vertical cylinders as an individual mass - non-dimensional radiation surge added-mass 536 
and damping coefficients at separation distance between body centres d = 4R, body(1,4) represents interaction of 537 
first and fourth body of Fig. 12. 538 
 539 
Similar to Fig. 20, Fig. 21 shows the same interaction added-mass and damping results for body 1 and 540 
body 4 in surge mode and also compared with analytical results [42] which again also show acceptable 541 
agreement. Fig. 21 is obtained by the Fourier transform of Fig. 19.   542 
 543 
5.3. Five (1x5) truncated vertical cylinder arrays as an individual mass 544 
 545 
The five truncated cylinders have the radius R, draught R and hull separation between centre of the 546 
bodies d=5R. It is assumed that five truncated cylinders are free in surge and heave mode and fixed for 547 
other modes.  548 
 549 
 550 
Fig. 22: Five (1x5) truncated vertical cylinders with hull separation distance between body centres d = 5R 551 
 552 
These five truncated cylinders are studied to predict heave radiation as well as surge and heave exciting 553 
including Froude-Krylov and diffraction (or scattering) IRFs in time domain and added-mass, damping 554 
coefficients and exciting forces in frequency domain.  555 
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  556 
Fig. 23: Five (1x5) truncated vertical cylinders as an individual mass - non-dimensional surge and heave exciting 557 
IRFs with diffraction and Froude-Krylov at separation distance between body centres d = 5R of Fig. 22 and heading 558 
angle 90 degrees. 559 
 560 
Fig. 23 shows surge and heave exciting IRFs including Froude-Krylov and diffraction at separation 561 
distance between body centres d = 5R and heading angle 90 degrees. Froude-Krylov approximation 562 
assumes that the incident wave is not diffracted which implies that force is predicted in the absence of 563 
floating multibodies and IRFs are predicted by integrating the fluid pressure on each multibody whilst 564 
the diffraction IRFs take into account the effects of the scattered waves on each multibody. It may be 565 
noticed that the contribution of Froude-Krylov IRFs in both surge and heave modes in Fig. 23 are much 566 
bigger than that of diffraction IRFs. This is mainly due to dimension of the floating bodies compared to 567 
wave length which is bigger than dimension of the present considered floating multibodies in an array 568 
system.   569 
 570 
   571 
Fig. 24: Five (1x5) truncated vertical cylinders as an individual mass- non-dimensional exciting surge (left) and 572 
heave (right) force amplitude for body 2 of Fig. 22 at separation distance between body centres d = 5R and heading 573 
angle 90 degrees. 574 
 575 
Fig. 24 shows non-dimensional surge and heave exciting force amplitudes with separation distance d = 576 
5R at heading angle 90 degrees for the body 2 of Fig. 22. Fig. 24 (left) and (right) are obtained by the 577 
Fourier transform of Fig. 23 (left) and (right), respectively. The present ITU-WAVE numerical results in 578 
both surge and heave modes show very good agreement with published numerical results [45].   579 
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 581 
Fig. 25: Five (1x5) truncated vertical cylinders as an individual mass - non-dimensional radiation heave IRFs for the  582 
interactions of body 1 and body 2 as well as body 1 and body 3 at separation distance between body centres d = 5R 583 
of Fig. 22. 584 
 585 
Fig. 25 shows the non-dimensional radiation interaction IRFs between body 1 and body 2 as well as body 586 
1 and body 3 at separation distance between centre of the bodies d = 5R. It may be noticed in Fig. 25 587 
that when the separation distance increased between bodies, the amplitude of the IFRS at lower times 588 
are decreased and oscillations are shifted larger times.   589 
   590 
 591 
Fig. 26: Five (1x5) truncated vertical cylinders as an individual mass - non-dimensional radiation heave added-mass 592 
and damping coefficients at separation distance between body centres d = 5R, body(1,2) represents interaction of 593 
first and second body and body(1,3) interaction of first and third body of Fig. 22. 594 
 595 
Fig. 26 presents non-dimensional interaction added-mass at separation distance d = 5R between body 1 596 
and body 2 as well as body 1 and body3. Fig. 26 is obtained by the Fourier transform of Fig. 25. The 597 
present numerical results ITU-WAVE are compared with other published numerical results [45] which 598 
show acceptable agreement. It may be noticed in Fig. 26 when the separation distance increases 599 
between bodies, the added-mass shows irregular behaviour in larger incident non-dimensional wave 600 
frequencies.  601 
 602 
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5.4. Nine (1x9) truncated vertical cylinder arrays as an individual mass 605 
 606 
The nine truncated vertical cylinders in Fig. 1 have the radius R, draught R/2 and hull separation 607 
between centre of the bodies d = 12R. It is assumed that nine truncated vertical cylinders are free in 608 
heave mode and fixed for other modes. These nine truncated cylinders are studied to predict heave 609 
exciting IRFs including Froude-Krylov and diffraction Fig. 27 (left) in time and exciting forces in frequency 610 
domain Fig. 27 (right).  611 
 612 
  613 
Fig. 27: Nine (1x9) truncated vertical cylinders as an individual mass - non-dimensional exciting IRFs (left) and 614 
heave force amplitudes for body 5 at separation distance between body centres d = 12R and heading angle 90 615 
degrees. 616 
 617 
Fig. 27 (left) presents non-dimensional heave IRFs at separation distance d = 12R and heading angle 90 618 
degrees for body 5 which is the middle body in 1x9 linear array system. The contribution of Froude-619 
Krylov IRF to total exciting IRF is much bigger than diffraction effect. This can be clearly observed in Fig. 620 
27 (right) in the frequency domain which is the Fourier transform of Fig. 27 (left). The present ITU-WAVE 621 
exciting force frequency domain numerical result is compared with analytical result [46] which shows 622 
acceptable agreement.  623 
 624 
6. Response Amplitude Operators (RAOs) 625 
 626 
The present in-house computational code ITU-WAVE is also validated against other numerical and 627 
experimental results for the RAOs of different floating bodies in an array system including free decay 628 
motion of hemisphere, 1x2 truncated vertical cylinders and 1x5 spheroids.  629 
 630 
6.1. Free decay motion of single hemisphere 631 
 632 
The transient free decay motion of hemisphere in heave mode is studied. The free decay motion, which 633 
can be used for the prediction of the natural frequencies of the floating bodies, implicitly means that 634 
excitation force is absent in the right-hand side of Eq. (1). The hemisphere is released from an initial 635 
displacement (h) in heave mode at time t=0 whilst the velocity of the body is zero. As the excitation 636 
force is zero, this means that free decay motion is controlled by time dependent radiation convolution 637 
integral in left-hand side of Eq. (1), which represent the memory (or transient) effect due to free surface. 638 
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The hemisphere has radius R = 0.254m and initial displacement h = 0.0251m, which are the same radius 639 
and displacement that used in experimental study that referenced in [21]. 640 
  641 
 642 
Fig.  28: Hemisphere radiation heave IRFs (left) and free decay motion (right) with radius R = 0.254m and initial 643 
displacement h = 0.0251m. 644 
 645 
Fig. 28 (left) presents non-dimensional heave IRF together with analytical result [47]. As can be seen in 646 
Fig. 28 (left), the numerical and analytical results are perfectly matched. The analytical result is obtained 647 
by inverse Fourier transform by using added-damping coefficients of [47]. The free decay motion of 648 
present ITU-WAVE numerical result in heave mode is compared with experimental result that is 649 
presented in [21]. As in heave radiation IRF comparison in Fig. 28 (left), the agreement between present 650 
ITU-WAVE numerical and experimental results for free decay motion Fig. 28 (right) are perfectly 651 
matched. Fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is used for the time marching of equation of motion Eq. (1).   652 
 653 
6.2. Two (1x2) truncated vertical cylinders as an individual mass 654 
 655 
Two truncated vertical cylinders in Fig. 2 have the radius R, draught R/2 with a centre to centre 656 
separation distance d = 5R. It is assumed that two truncated vertical cylinders are free in heave mode 657 
and fixed for other modes. The heave mode RAO in Fig. 29 is obtained by time marching of Eq. (1) with 658 
fourth-order Runge-Kutta method and requires the knowledge of convolution of radiation and 659 
diffraction IRFs at previous and current time steps.  660 
 661 
  662 
Fig. 29: Two (1x2) truncated vertical cylinders as an individual mass - non-dimensional heave motion RAOs at 663 
separation distance between body centres d = 5R and heading angle 180 degrees of Fig. 2. 664 
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 665 
Fig.29 shows non-dimensional heave RAO in a range of non-dimensional frequency for body 1 and body 666 
2 at a centre to centre separation distance d = 5R and heading angle 180 degrees. The heave RAO of 667 
single body is also included in Fig. 29 for comparison purposes. The present ITU-WAVE numerical result 668 
is compared with the numerical results of [27] and shows satisfactory agreement. It may be noticed that 669 
the RAO for body 1 which meets the incident wave first is affected considerably compared to body 2 670 
which in the wake of body 1. This is mainly due to wave reflection effects from body 2. It may be also 671 
noticed that response amplitude of both body 1 and body 2 at around resonant frequency region is 672 
greater than single body. This is mainly due to trapped wave and standing waves in the gap of array 673 
system. 674 
 675 
6.3. Five (1x5) spheroids as an individual mass 676 
 677 
Five spheroids, which have the same linear array arrangement as in Fig. 22, have the radius R = 0.076m 678 
and draught radius T = 0.065m with a centre to centre separation distance d = 4R. It is assumed that five 679 
spheroids are free in heave mode and fixed for other modes. The heave mode RAOs on each multibody 680 
spheroids in Fig. 30 is obtained by time marching of Eq. (1). 681 
 682 
 683 
 684 
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  685 
Fig. 30: Five (1x5) spheroids as an individual mass- non-dimensional heave motion RAOs at separation distance 686 
between body centres d = 4R and heading angle 90 degrees. 687 
 688 
Fig. 30 presents non-dimensional RAOs of five linear spheroids for each body at separation distance 689 
between centres d = 4R and heading angle 90 degrees. It may be noticed that the present ITU-WAVE 690 
RAOs of body 1 and body 5 as well as body 2 and body 4 are the same due to symmetry. However, these 691 
symmetry relations are not present in experimental results [48] for body 2 and body 4. As it is expected 692 
body 3, which is in the middle, has greater response due to trapped waves in the gaps of body 3 whilst 693 
body 1 and body 5, which are in outer side of linear arrangement, has least response amplitude. When 694 
the present ITU-WAVE numerical predictions for RAOs are compared with experimental results [48], it 695 
can be seen that overall agreements between numerical and experimental results are satisfactory level.   696 
  697 
7. Conclusions  698 
 699 
The numerical capability and application of present in-house ITU-WAVE three-dimensional transient 700 
wave-structure interaction panel method is extended to predict the multibody interaction effects for 701 
different configuration of linear two, five and nine arrays and square arrays. The present numerical 702 
results in different modes of motion are validated with analytical, other numerical and square array 703 
results after obtaining the added-mass and damping coefficients as well as exciting force amplitude 704 
using Fourier transforms of radiation and diffraction IRFs in time domain, respectively in order to 705 
present the results in frequency domain. it is shown that the present numerical results ITU-WAVE shows 706 
satisfactory agreement with other analytical, other numerical and experimental results. 707 
 708 
The numerical experience also shows that if the bodies in arrays are in close proximity, the multibody 709 
hydrodynamic interactions are stronger. These interaction effects are considerably diminished and 710 
shifted to larger times when the separation distances are increased.  It is also shown that the RAOs of 711 
the middle body in five (1x5) linear array system has experience maximum motion amplitude compared 712 
to outer and inner bodies due to energy that trapped in the gap of array system.   713 
  714 
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